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THE POWER OF WORDS
FERNANDO FLORES WAS CHILE'S MINISTER OF FINANCE -- AND,
LATER, A POLITICAL PRISONER. NOW HE TEACHES COMPANIES
HOW TO USE ASSESSMENTS AND COMMITMENTS TO TRANSFORM
THE WAY THEY DO BUSINESS. THE OUTCOME: EXECUTIVES WHO
SPEAK AND ACT WITH INTENTION.

BY HARRIET RUBIN
Fernando Flores is pissed off. He has had enough of the bullshit.
The 55-year-old philosopher, former Chilean minister of finance,
former political prisoner under Augusto Pinochet's rule, has flown
halfway around the world, from California to Holland, to transform
two executive teams -- 32 leaders in all -- of a global construction
giant. These are people accustomed to building on a grand scale.
But right now, building is their problem, not their business: Their
world-class reputation for being brilliantly managed, it turns out,
consists only of hollow words -- words that have little power and
less value.
Flores knows about words and how they translate directly into
deeds. He knows that talk is never cheap -- he often charges more
than $1 million for his services, a fee that is linked directly to
specific promises of increased revenues and savings. He also
knows that talk is the source of these executives' failure. Their
words work against them -- which is why they can't get anything
to work for them.
Talk all you want to, Flores says, but if you want to act powerfully,
you need to master "speech acts": language rituals that build trust
between colleagues and customers, word practices that open your
eyes to new possibilities. Speech acts are powerful because most
of the actions that people engage in -- in business, in marriage, in
parenting -- are carried out through conversation. But most

people speak without intention; they simply say whatever comes
to mind. Speak with intention, and your actions take on new
purpose. Speak with power, and you act with power.
The team that Flores is working with is hemorrhaging money and
losing market share. In charge is Anton, a Palestinian engineer,
who is determined to turn things around. Last year, his division lost
tens of millions of dollars -- which was actually an improvement
over the performance of his predecessor, who lost significantly
more. Anton attributes this improvement to Flores's intervention
over the past six months. "We are still several hundred million
dollars off our target goal," Anton informs his team, "which we will
have to make up by the end of the year, only four months away.
There is a look of despair in some of you. In others, there is a look
of, 'I've seen this before. I can live with it.' "
Anton's language is strong, but his words are nothing compared
with Flores's. "The soft issues are the hard issues," Flores begins.
"Your problems don't come because you don't know how to
calculate entropies or to design plates. They come because you
don't know about people. Our best comes out when we have
honest discussions. Our worst comes out when we behave like
robots or professionals. You all have the delusion that it's your
business to sell hardware. But every company of the future is going
to be in the business of exquisite care -- which means quick
turnaround time and convenience. To deliver exquisite care, you
need an organization that coordinates well and listens well. Right
now, you are in an organization that has poor quality and slow
delivery. You have one big mythology in your favor: Everyone
believes that you Europeans are impeccable. But I know you are
jerks."
The temperature in the room is rising. The air-conditioning is on
arctic blast, but the men are beginning to sweat. "When you get
into a situation like this, nothing seems to work," Flores says. "That's
when you don't need solutions -- you need transformation. You've
already tried everything to stop your losses."
One executive says to Flores, "You're our last hope."
"Hope is the raw material of losers," Flores shoots back.

The session has only started and already Flores has had enough. He
lifts his 6-foot, 220-pound frame from his chair. Imagine a bear
rising up on its hind legs: The men are simply not prepared for how
big Flores is when he stands -- or how fierce. He turns on Tomas,
a relative newcomer to Flores's sessions.
"Tomas," Flores begins, "tell me: Why is change taking so long
here?" Tomas responds: The group is resisting Flores's approach.
To Flores, Tomas's answer sounds like projection. It is Tomas who
is resisting change. Flores invites Tomas's colleagues to "assess"
Tomas. One executive leaps to the challenge. "Tomas, you are
blind, egotistical, and inwardly focused," he says. "I can't challenge
you without your getting defensive."
The words leave Tomas stunned. "Tomas," Flores says, "say, 'Thank
you for that assessment.' " The words are part of a script written on
an easel next to Flores. Tomas tries to repeat them, but he stutters
when he gets to the word "sincerity," even though the rest of his
English is nearly perfect. Flores prompts Tomas, "Follow the script,
exactly as it is written":
Assessor: [Name], [negative assessment]; [positive assessment].
Person assessed: [Name], thank you for your assessment. I
appreciate your sincerity. I would like to have further
conversations with you about the topic.
Assessor: Thank you.
Person assessed: You're welcome.
"Tomas," Flores says, "why this rebel-child attitude? Can't you
answer me?" Flores turns away in disgust. Another colleague uses
the script to assess Tomas. "Tomas," he begins, "you are a
bureaucrat. You are married to rules, not to listening." In fact,
Tomas keeps his head down, scribbling notes, unable to look at his
colleagues. Flores asks Tomas what he learned from this
comment.
"That I have more work to do," Tomas whispers.

Flores eyes the group warily. "I am using Tomas for one purpose,"
he says, "to show you what transformation is not. To show you
what it means to be weak and insincere. Tomas, stand up and tell
me honestly what you think of me. This is how you develop trust. I
know you have been saying things behind my back. I promise that
no matter what you say to my face, I will reply with, 'Thank you for
your assessment.' "
Tomas measures out his words as if each one were a drop of
poison for Flores to swallow: "I . . . don't . . . like . . . your . . . style."
Flores corrects him: "You hate my style."
"I hate your style," Tomas says.
"Thank you very much for your assessment, Tomas. I appreciate
your sincerity. Now here is my assessment of you. You are an
asshole, but less of an asshole than you were two minutes ago. You
have opinions on things that you know nothing about. If you give
me permission, I will train you. If you agree to be trained and don't
follow my lead, I will kill you. And that's worse than my style."
Then something amazing happens: Tomas smiles. He . . . thanks
Flores for his assessment. He looks relaxed. And he recites the
script word for word, this time pronouncing "sincerity" flawlessly
and without hesitation. The mood in the room lifts. Tomas has
walked through the fires of truth and come out safely on the other
side, and there he has found trust. His colleagues beam. He is now
willing to listen to what they have to say about him and to accept
the truth in their criticism. He is not hiding from them or from
himself. He feels . . . free. The conversion is almost spiritual.
"You feel good now?" Flores asks.
"Yes," says Tomas, nodding, clearly pleased.
"That's what happens in an atmosphere of openness," Flores says.
"When trust improves, the mood improves. Everyone feels more
confident. One thing we need to do here is to produce despair -because despair produces reality. A feel-good style can be a
symptom of unawareness or lack of caring. I'm showing you what
your blindness looks like. Drop the idea that you have a map for the

future, or that you need one. I want you to build your sense of
curiosity. If you act as if you know everything when you meet with
your customers, you'll lose your job."
Tomas is not off the griddle yet. "Tomas," Flores says, "here is my
prediction: You are going to be fired from this company if you
don't transform yourself. You will be fired because all of the others
in this room are committed to transformation, and they need you
with them. If everybody here says you are full of shit, and you don't
acknowledge it or see how that assessment serves you, you are
doomed. You should be happy and grateful for these assessments."
Flores is making a larger point about the real source of strength in
business. "In the western mind, there are two notions of
compassion," he explains. "One is, I'm going to be a good
Samaritan and help this guy. But that is the compassion of the
weak. The compassion of the strong is in waking people up to their
blindness. For that, you need to be a warrior. I am tough and sweet.
I show you your bullshit, but I'm also infinitely patient with you."
Flores stands up very straight and addresses the group. "Know this,"
he announces. "We aren't aware of the amount of self-deception
and self-limitation that we collect in our personalities. I'm fighting
for freedom, for breadth of being. I want to open up people's
moral imaginations -- which will give them a strategic advantage
in business, in politics, and in their personal lives."

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO FLORES
There is magic in Fernando Flores: the magic of transformation.
Like any true magician who transforms things -- or, in this case,
people -- Flores is not content to describe the act of
transformation. He must perform it -- which is what he has done
with Tomas. To transform these executives, Flores must prompt
them to engage -- specifically, through language. To get them to
engage, he conjures up moments of truth and of trust. He must
scare them to death about what they are not doing. "Great work is
done by people who are not afraid to be great," Flores says.
The World According to Flores exists in three realms. The first is
the smallest -- and the most self-limiting: What You Know You
Know. It is a self-contained world, in which people are unwilling to
risk their identity in order to take on new challenges. A richer

realm is What You Don't Know -- the realm of uncertainty, which
manifests itself as anxiety or boredom. Most things in life belong to
this realm: what you don't know about your future, your health,
your family. People are always trying to merge this second area
into the realm of What You Know You Know -- in order to avoid
uncertainty, anxiety, and boredom. But it is the third realm of
Flores's taxonomy to which people should aspire: What You Don't
Know You Don't Know. To live in this realm is to notice
opportunities that have the power to reinvent your company,
opportunities that we're normally too blind to see. In this third
realm, you see without bias: You're not weighed down with
information. The language of this realm is the language of truth,
which requires trust.
As Flores practices it, transformation requires that you risk your
current success -- What You Know You Know -- in order to join a
more satisfying game. It allows you to enter the realm of freedom.
But to get there, you have to shock your system out of its
arrogance, blindness, and complacency. Since all action is based in
conversation, the shock has to come through language.
This is Flores's realm, his gift, his invention. What Peter Drucker did
for organizations, Fernando Flores is doing for individuals. Before
Peter Drucker, there was no science of management. Before
Fernando Flores, there was no science of organizational
transformation. Flores has defined the terrain, drawn the maps,
created the language -- and built the rocket ship to take you there.

THE JOURNEY OF TRANSFORMATION
Fernando Flores is . . . who? This is not a simple question. A
magician of transformation, he is in a perpetual state of flux. Flores
lives according to his own theories of language. When he speaks,
he makes a commitment. If he says that he will phone you on
Saturday at 9 a.m., you can set your watch by the ringing of the
phone. He trusts people to be as truthful with him as he is with
them; most rise to the occasion. His ambition is not to make more
money: He's worth $40 million. His ambition is not to conquer
hearts: He cares only for the approval of his family and his clients.
His ambition is to live every moment to the fullest and to help
others to do the same -- which is why so many people say that
Flores has changed their lives.

It's a lesson that Flores learned the hard way. In 1970, at the age of
29, he was named Chile's minister of economics -- becoming one
of the youngest men in the country's history to hold that post. Later
he was named minister of finance -- at a time when the country
was undergoing its own transformation, from dictatorship to
democracy. That transformation, however, ended abruptly in 1973,
when Salvador Allende, the democratically elected president, died
in a bloody coup. Flores was one of the cabinet ministers who
fought Augusto Pinochet's fascist forces to the bitter end. Flores
was imprisoned, subjected to mock trials, and punished with
solitary confinement. For three years, he was separated from his
wife and five children. Many Chilean intellectuals were reported to
have "disappeared." Flores, for some reason, attracted the attention
of Amnesty International, which helped to negotiate his release
from prison in 1976. Being in prison changed his life: He emerged
from jail with a new vision, a new understanding, and a new
commitment to the fundamental connection between language
and action.
"When I left prison, I had to figure out how to embrace my past,"
Flores says. "Those three years represented a tragedy that I used to
re-create myself, not something that was done to me. I never
blamed Pinochet, or my torturers, or external circumstances. I feel
'co-responsible' for the events that took place. I never told a victim
story about my imprisonment. Instead, I told a transformation story
-- about how prison changed my outlook, about how I saw that
communication, truth, and trust are at the heart of power. I made
my own assessment of my life, and I began to live it. That was
freedom."
In 1976, nearly broke, Flores came to the United States. In 1977, he
began a PhD program at the University of California at Berkeley,
drawing together several fields: the philosophy of language,
computing, operations research, and management. He found
himself drawn to the work of Martin Heidegger, a German
philosopher whose dictum "Language is the house of being"
defined for Flores the link between words and the self. From
Heidegger, Flores learned that language conveys not only
information but also commitment, and that people act by
expressing assessments and promises. Computers, he concluded,
would be more effective if they recorded and tracked
commitments, rather than simply moving information.

In 1979, Flores completed work on his dissertation,
"Communication and Management in the Office of the Future."
Even before he had finished the dissertation, the power and insight
of Flores's work -- in which he introduced the notion of "action
language" -- had begun to make an impact. EST founder Werner
Erhard heard about what Flores was working on and offered him a
grant. The money seemed like a deliverance. While Flores had
struggled to complete his degree, his wife, Gloria, had worked as a
food preparer for Marriott. His teenage children had taken jobs at
Burger King, and they contributed their wages to help keep the
family going. Flores accepted Erhard's offer. After the dissertation
was done, Erhard incorporated Flores's ideas into EST and invested
in Flores's first company, Hermenet Inc., a communicationsconsulting and software firm. But Flores soon became concerned
about the direction in which Erhard was moving and broke with
him. In 1984, Flores founded Action Technologies to develop
software that can track the fulfillment of promises and
commitments in day-to-day work operations. Then, in 1989, he
founded Business Design Associates Inc., a 150-person, $30
million consulting firm.
But more than that, Flores is committed to living what he calls "life
at its best." He chooses his clients. He rewards himself for his hard
work with shopping splurges, sometimes buying $1,000 worth of
books -- and then rearranging his work schedule to give himself
time to read them. Last year, he bought a majority interest in a
school in Santiago, Chile in order to test and teach his theories. It is
a life filled with commitments -- a life based on freedom.

THE WAY WORDS WORK
How does this all work? What is at the heart of Flores's system of
transformation? To speak in language that promises action, you
must practice assessments (to work on truth) and generate
commitments (to work on trust). Here's how Flores's technique
works.
Lesson One: How to Make Assessments. The 12 men meeting
with Flores are learning the baby steps of conversation, even
though most of them are in their forties and fifties. "We haven't met
for two months," Flores says. "Let's start with assessments."

Abel, an engineer in his fifties with a sweet, boyish face, begins. He
turns to Felix, a planner. "Felix, I believe we still have many issues to
discuss. There is still a lot of information that we need to share. On
the positive side, I find you open to my concerns."
"Thank you for that assessment, Abel," Felix replies. "We are remiss
in not discussing these problems more often."
"You're welcome," Abel says. Abel then proceeds to go around the
room, assessing each man, always using the same script. When he
gets to Ryan, the head of sales, Abel states that he is not getting a
clear picture of what's going on in sales; on the positive side, he
acknowledges that Ryan is working hard.
"We're all working hard," says Ryan. "Especially my guys who are
busting their . . ."
Flores breaks in. "Don't change the story," he says, pointing to the
script on the easel. "You are to use my story, not yours."
There is a method to Flores's model: Air strong opinions in public;
make honest assessments in plain view of your colleagues. Truth
equals trust. But you must make these assessments regularly,
because, at first, people will try to game the system. They will use
assessments as a way to enhance their own power or to diminish
the power of others -- which is exactly what Ryan is trying to do
now. Each time Ryan is assessed, he alters Flores's script slightly.
He never says, "Thank you for your assessment," or "I appreciate
your sincerity." Instead, he explains away the criticism that he
receives. His refusal to follow the script is a red flag -- and a
symbol of Ryan's problem in general: Ryan's own words reveal that
he is a weak manager. Others trust him at their own peril.
Flores can take only so much of Ryan's insolence. "If people
deviate from the formula," he spits out, "it is an opening for
bullshit." In Flores's world, bullshit is hypocrisy -- and it shows up in
the language used within an organization. Hiding behind hypocrisy
and half-truths will weaken you and blind you to opportunity. That
is why, Flores tells the men, engineers of their caliber can develop
impeccable strategy and still fail. Their language lacks
commitment, and that lack, in turn, generates resignation. When

these men make sales calls to clients, their speech is full of defeat.
They don't notice it anymore, but their customers detect the lies
and the empty promises.
That is why the assessment script is essential. If Ryan and the others
stick to the instructions, they are more likely to hear the
assessments made of them. If they hear the assessments, they will
become less blind. If they refuse to cut one another any slack, to
accept one another's lies, then they will fear nothing.
Become practiced in making assessments, and you come to see
others clearly, well beyond their fictions and lies. You also come to
see how much influence you have over your own life. "We don't
realize how much we create reality through language," Flores says.
"If we say that life is hard, it will be hard. If, on the other hand, we
make commitments to our colleagues to improve our
productivity, we also improve our mood, and as a result, clarity and
happiness will increase. People talk about changing their thinking,
but they have no idea what that is, let alone how to do it. The key is
to stop producing interpretations that have no power."
Lesson Two: How to Make Commitments. Assessments go hand
in hand with one other speech act -- that of commitment.
Commitments are bold promises. According to Flores, the
performance breakdowns in this company are attributable to
failures of commitment: Executives make promises that they have
no intention of fulfilling. "Your work is not impeccable," Flores
challenges. "Ikea can't get away with selling a $30 table with
missing parts or bad instructions. But you think that you can get
away with missing specs and bad quality in producing multimilliondollar projects."
Ryan is presenting his idea for a logistics center, which he wants
authorization to build and which he believes will save the division
$2 million. "The opportunity is there," he says quietly, his tone now
very different from his earlier one of cowboy arrogance.
"If you believe in this plan, why don't you close?" Flores asks. "None
of your talk indicates action -- just desire." Flores has put his finger
on the disconnect: Ryan has gone to enormous pains to develop a
plan that doesn't excite him. Even as he presents it, he is backing
away from it. He is doing what people do in organizations every

day -- saying one thing, meaning another. Ryan is bullshitting his
colleagues. The tragedy -- and the waste -- is not that his
colleagues don't realize it but rather that Ryan himself doesn't
realize it.
Felix, the planner, is already worried. Ryan's idea isn't too weak; it's
too bold. "We can't make a decision like this from scratch," he says.
"I don't think we're ready for it yet."
Flores lets loose. "I cannot tolerate this bullshit," he rages. "Listen,
Boy Scout, what's your name? Felix? In this arena, I'm the master
and you're the junior. A junior sees only one little piece of reality.
The truth is, Ryan no more wants to build this center than you do.
You need to get a bold commitment from Ryan. Ryan, you say you
want to start this logistics center, which will save your division $2
million. But that is nothing! I want to teach you how to make $20
million for your division. You need to learn to manage
commitment! Ryan, what's the value of your logistics center?"
"It will give us competitive advantage," Ryan says.
In a flash, Flores becomes Ryan. He rounds his shoulders into his
chest, recedes into himself, and says in a wimpy voice, "I think it
will give us advantages." Then he shouts, "There is no energy in that
story! You need to put emotion into your message. If you can't put
your body into it, there is no truth. And without truth, you can't sell
the idea, not even to yourself."
Flores is standing. Spit is flying from his mouth. He conveys his
message with his whole body. "Ryan, you are a Dilbert leader. You
never take a stand. And here you are listening to Felix, who is
resignation personified. You know what mood you are in? The lifeis-tough mood: 'Don't be too optimistic. Next year, we'll lose a
little less than this year.' If you live in a mood, you are blind to it.
The last time I made that mistake, I was in prison for three years."
Now Flores is ready to challenge the group. He coaches them on
how to develop a big story -- a story of a transformed reality, with
the promise of an action plan. By the end of the morning, they
have hammered out a plan for cutting construction time in half,

saving $10 million. They have also developed a bold proposal for
entering the Y2K-consulting business, solving problems that some
of their infrastructure clients may encounter.
Flores reminds them: This must be a total commitment. "I want
you to say that the $10 million project that you need to invent is a
promise that you are obliged to keep. Can you invent a story in
which you can be competitive, world-class people? That's an act
of committed imagination. Your problem is not that you have to
work harder. Value is not produced by hard work. Value is
produced by a story. Value lies in creating a new possibility."
The team leader is pleased. "This day and a half was the best time I
have ever had," he beams. "These are ideas you can stick your neck
out for. More than ever, our group feels like a team."
But Flores isn't buying it -- not yet. "Let me challenge you," he says.
"In my opinion, you are still complacent. You say you have the best
people, and yet you are still losing the war. How is it possible that
the best troops in the world are losing the war? That's not an
interesting story. Winning the war with the worst troops, as in The
Dirty Dozen, now that's an interesting story. One element is
missing from all of your stories: You have to be willing to risk your
identity for a bigger future than the present that you are living. Ten
million dollars isn't that much. I think the real number to shoot for
is $30 million. And I'm a conservative guy."
How conservative is Flores? He has put his own identity on the line
with this turnaround effort: He has promised to restore this
business division to profitability, and he will continue to work with
this client until it is satisfied. That is an interesting story. That is a
bold gesture. That is commitment.

FERNANDO THE MAGICIAN
One of Flores's critics calls him "dangerous." There is, says this
doubter, something unsettling about Flores. Flores reminds him of
the magician in Thomas Mann's haunting story "Mario and the
Magician." In that story, the magician has the power to transform
people: He gets important men to double over and bray like
donkeys; he gets stylish women to leave their seats, where they sit
beside their loving husbands, and to rush onstage toward him. The

magician does all of this not through magic but by knowing that his
audience -- powerful men and women -- have a great capacity to
be led.
Does Flores think he is dangerous? A philosopher who sets out to
change people and companies is playing a risky game. But most of
the people he works with are desperate for change, for adventure,
for a bigger playing field. These are the same people who buy
books about conquering Mt. Everest, who sail dangerous waters
for vacation, who seek the magic that will help them break free of
the tyrannies that bind their lives and make them feel small. As for
Flores, he played for even higher stakes when his life and the lives
of his family members hung in the balance in Pinochet's Chile.
Flores knows that freedom is worth the effort. "That critic who
thinks I'm dangerous," Flores says, "tell him that I don't think I am
dangerous enough."
Harriet Rubin (hrubin@aol.com) is a contributing editor at Fast
Company and the author of The Princessa: Machiavelli for
Women. You can reach Fernando Flores via the Web
(www.bda.com).

A version of this article appeared in the January 1999 issue of FAST COMPANY
magazine.
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HARRIET RUBIN

A YEAR AGO

Brother in Lord, I Love the Divine to the same extent as You do,
but how does this inappropriate diatribe help Your cause?
Share Link Reply

BROTHER IN LORD

HARRIET RUBIN

2 YEARS AGO

God with you,or the
Christ is among us.Spirit of Lord,in Bible through Isaiah
12,those whose
minds and hearts absorbed and accepted the word of
God,speaking this:“At that time you will say,“I will praise you, O
Lord.Although you had been angry with me,you turned your
anger
away from me,and you comforted me.2 Look!
God is my Savior.I am confident and unafraid,because the Lord
is my strength and my song.He is my Savior.”3 With joy you will
draw water from the
springs of salvation.4 At that
time you will say,“Praise the Lord.Call
on his name.Make his deeds known among the nations.Make
them remember that his
name is highly honored.5 Make
music to praise the Lord.He has done wonderful
things.Let this be known throughout the earth.6 Shout
loudly,and sing with joy, people of Zion!The Holy One of Israel
is great.He is
among you.”Let God protect and bless you,may the
Lord give to all of you peace,and all the best let God
gives to you,such what I am,I wish this to all of
you.Glory to Lord and Christ.Jesus loves
you,God bless you.
Share Link Reply

JAMIE MOODIE

HARRIET RUBIN

3 YEARS AGO

Dear Chaddie, Its sad but not surprising that Flores is getting
all the attention and you NONE hence your bitter and twisted
attack. The difference between you two is that Flores has
moved beyond his education and importance identity such as
yours, onto a sound self assured identity where one is un afraid
to challenge the bullshit in life. whilst you are in deep denial
and hang onto every crusty old piece of your socially
acceptable hierarchy of identity, he is prepared to make errors,
challenge accepted norms and hold the mirror up to your face
so that you cant escape to see how sad pathetic, scared and
frozen to the spot you are. Then you are ready for change, but
that is something you must desire, not only for yourself, but for
this stinking morass of self indulgence, denial, cheating,
blaming psychopaths we call civilized society. Being part of the
problem is not a position from whence you can change it, you
must change yourself first! the quick sand has you stuck, so
good luck Chaddie xx
Share Link Reply

CAMILLE SMITH

HARRIET RUBIN

3 YEARS AGO

David,
i just read this article for 2nd time.did you get a response to
your question? is your book out? in reading your question, my
advice is for you to read it again, then do what you know
Fernando would tell you do to make it "OK". rather than
wishing you luck, i'll wish you truth.
Share Link Reply

DAVID CHARLES HOHNSON

HARRIET RUBIN

3 YEARS AGO

My email is davidjohnsonis@netzero.com,
I've done a couple of seminars with Dr. Flores in Dallas, Texas
in 1980's. I let him know that I was writting a book and wanted
to quote him. He told me OK at the time and I'm just now
getting the book out. I've been told that I should get a written
OK from him or one of his representives.
Please let me know what I should do to make this OK.
David
Share Link Reply

JOE REISINGER

HARRIET RUBIN

4 YEARS AGO

What you out of Dr. Flores determines whether you assess him
positively or negatively. Pretty simple actually; and, the answer
lies within you: not Fernando Flores
I had the good fortune to study under Dr. Flores back in the
late 1980s-90s, and to be a student of some of his students. I
went to him out of desperation. I knew I did not have what it
took to take my business to the next level, and I'd exhausted all
the standard business consults. As a lawyer with my own
corporate trial practice, much of what Fernando Flores had to
say was quite alien to what I'd study in law school and
thereafter. Lawyers, by-and-large are wedded to their rules.
They life in a little world of "what can be proven" by some
rather restrictive and benighted “rules of proof”. Relatively few
of them have much regard for humanity and individuals
impacted by all the bureaucratic rules. The concept of
“customer satisfaction” is nearly a taboo superstition in legal
parlance. Thanks to Dr. Flores, I eventually grasped the
concept that you can’t be in the top 5% if you’re going to be
overly attached to the thinking (or not thinking) like the bottom
95%. This isn’t arrogance. It is a fact of numbers. With Dr.
Flores you are not going to get "warm and fuzzies". What you
will get is competence.

With the education from Dr. Flores I was able to create a
business where I got paid to fly airplanes to remote locations;
walk my children to/from school; travel as much as we wanted
domestically with one or two trips a year out of the country;
was the “lawyer of choice” when large metropolitan law firms
messed up their assignments; earned in the top 2% of my
practice area; charged clients 20% less than market rate by my
competitors; set my own dress code; and could easily walk
between my home and my office.
This was my “take away” from studying with Dr. Flores who
admittedly is gruff, difficult to understand, demands total
attention, and probably invented the concept of “tough love”.
Joe. Reisinger - San Rafael, CA or Placencia, Belize, Central
America
Share Link Reply

BARRY BERMAN

HARRIET RUBIN

4 YEARS AGO

I think Dr. Chadwick , you are missing the essence of what
Fernando is communicating. I did some workshops with him in
the 80's and would agree he is not the nicest guy in town.
However, the use of language does represent and create
reality. And what he is communicating is that who you are as a
person for yourself and for others is a creative act in language
and has a huge possibility to impact the world. Obama did not
get elected for his looks. What elected him was what came out
of his mouth. His stand an expression of his integrity. See if you
can get past your assessements, judgements and evaluations,
and look to see what might be possible in what he is saying.
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DR. CLIFTON CHADWICK

HARRIET RUBIN

5 YEARS AGO

I am a big fan of Fast Comapny but would be a bigger fan if
you would refrain from hagiography and particularly in the
case of Fernando Flores.
This guy is highly over-rated and you contribute!!
I have visited seminars sponsored by Flores, in Chile, and have
know, rather well, several people who were "disciples" of
Flores.
Listening to him he struck me as rude, manipulative, AND
SOCIOPATHIC. I worked with one person who, presumably,
was one of Flores main students, and the guy wa, like Flores,
rude, insenitive, overbearing, and most importantly ineffective.
He actually ruined a business in which I was involved. His
partners dumped him.
A serious mag lik FAST COMPANY, should not fall for crap.
Even when one reads the article to which I am referring it
should be clear that "transformation" is basically bullying. You
should provide concrete evidence of p[osiutive impact of Flores
work. I have only seen negative impact.
Cheers
Dr. Chadwick
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THE "CAPTAIN OF MOONSHOTS" AT GOOGLE
X ON THE IMPORTANCE OF AUTHENTICITY
IN INNOVATION
HOW THE GOOGLE X TEAM FAILS FAST, AND
SHOOTS FOR THE MOON.

CATERPILLAR PLAYS JENGA WITH 600POUND BLOCKS AND MASSIVE MACHINES
THE HEAVY EQUIPMENT BRAND CREATES ITS
OWN UNIQUE VERSION OF THE POPULAR GAME.

LEARN THE 25 MOST IMPORTANT
MOMENTS IN MUTANT HISTORY BEFORE
"X-MEN: DAYS OF FUTURE PAST" IS
RELEASED
WHAT WAS MAGNETO DOING ON THE GRASSY
KNOLL, ANYWAY??

MTV2'S "JOBS THAT DON'T SUCK" GIVES
MILLENNIALS A REAL-WORLD LOOK AT
FINDING THEIR DREAM JOB
IF ENTREPRENEURS ARE THE NEW ROCK STARS
AND MILLENNIALS ARE ALL ABOUT THE SIDE
HUSTLE, MTV2'S JOBS THAT DON'T SUCK IS A
GLIMPSE INTO A NEW "REAL WORLD" OF DREAM
JOBS.

MAFIA WARS: HOW ITALY'S MILITARY
POLICE USE METADATA TO TRACK
ORGANIZED CRIME
THE CARABINIERI, ITALY'S MILITARY POLICE,
USED A NEW SOFTWARE PLATFORM TO ANALYZE
THE PHONE RECORDS OF ORGANIZED CRIME
GROUPS. HERE'S WHAT HAPPENED.

WHY OWN SEVERAL LAMPS WHEN YOU
COULD SUMMON ONE WHENEVER YOU
NEED IT?
AND MORE ON THE PROMISES (AND
CHALLENGES) OF NETWORKED MOVING THINGS,
FROM SMART DESIGN'S DAN SAFFER.

HOW THE WORD "ENTREPRENEUR" GOT
TOO POPULAR FOR ITS OWN GOOD
OUR LANGUAGE AND OUR ECONOMIC DATA ARE
INCREASINGLY OUT OF STEP WITH HOW WE
WORK. HERE'S WHY IT MATTERS.

THE LONG, SAD LIST OF SUCCESSFUL
CORPORATIONS THAT SOMEHOW DON'T
PAY ANY TAXES
YOU MIGHT WANT TO TURN YOURSELF INTO A
CORPORATION AFTER READING THIS NEW
REPORT THAT LOOKS AT THE SURPRISING
NUMBER OF COMPANIES THAT PAY NO TAXES AT
ALL.

THE 10 MOST POLLUTED STATES FOR
PEOPLE OF COLOR
NON-WHITES ARE SHOCKINGLY MORE LIKELY TO
BE EXPOSED TO DEADLY AIR POLLUTION,
COMPARED TO WHITES EVEN AT THE SAME
INCOME LEVELS.

THIS CONCRETE-EATING ROBOT CAN
RECYCLE AN ENTIRE BUILDING ON THE
SPOT
MORE CONCRETE IS MANUFACTURED THAN ANY
OTHER MATERIAL ON THE PLANET. LUCKILY, THE
ERO ROBOT HAS A HEALTHY APPETITE.

